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A frosty locale on a hill
And there's plenty of borscht to kick.
But look at their shirts if you will;
A bear plays what to make music?

An Accordion. Moscow On the Hill is the location. Moscow is the capital of Russia and certainly frosty.
Borscht should make you think of Russia as well. On their website they sell T-shirts, including one that
features a picture of a bear playing the Accordion

A Cheeky
Beverage

Where pain brings you tasty pleasure
Your tongue will find ironic tones.
Humane sourcing is their measure
But which drink plays the game of thrones?

Mother of Dragons. Tongue in Cheek on Payne Ave. is the location. They feature humane food sources and
an elaborate drink menu, with one of their cocktails being the Mother of Dragons.

Bouncing Back Is
a Bad Thing

Have an ax to grind with your friends?
Dress casually without glamour.
To follow the lumberjack trends
Name the game where you must hammer.

Thump the Stump. Flannel Jax is the location. They feature ax throwing (where bounce back is a concern).
You don’t really needs to dress as a lumberjack to go there though.

Do a Little Dance

Here Alice plays golf, not croquet.
Where an old cannery once was.
Out of all the holes you can play
Which one borders the land of Oz?

16. Can Can Wonderland is the location which was built in an old cannery. The Can Can is a dance while Alice
had her adventures in Wonderland. The 16th hole features the Tin Man and is thus most closely related to
The Wizard of Oz.

Four Legs and a
Tale

Both the tortoise and the hare
be in the midst of this tale.
Once you figure out the where,
Tell us, when did it unveil?

1986. The Tortoise and the Hare is one of Aesop’s Fables. If you but a “b” in the midst of “tale” you get
“table” which has four legs. Hence our location was Aesop’s Table. According to the website it started doing
business in 1986.

Where the farmer meets with a prince
A dog offers up a ballad.
The answer we want is no quince.
Just what's in their blue cheese salad?

Poached Pear. The Black Dog Café in Lowertown is the location. It is on Prince St. kitty corner from the
Farmer’s Market. They often have live music there. A quince is related to a pear.

No Walk In the
Park

Twixt 94 and 35
A highway, but halfway divert.
Find a station, maybe a dive,
And tell us what is for dessert.

Beignets. The highway between 94 and 35 is 280. About halfway between them is the Como exit (the street,
not the park). There you will find a place called Station 280 and the only thing listed on their menu for
dessert is Beignets.

Seventh Heaven

A great steak with a bit of char
And a martini that is swirled
On their stage this big baseball star
Once sang "It's a Wonderful World".

Kirby Puckett. Mancini’s Char House on West 7th is known for their steaks. A swirled martini invokes their
retro vibe. On their website one of the owners recounts his memory of Kirby Puckett singing “It’s a
Wonderful World” on their stage.

Treasure on Tap

At cards, while not polite to cheat
Get decks in your favor when able.
Then enjoy a brew from your seat
Or play this game at their table.

Foosball. Stacked Deck Brewing in the Treasure Island building is the location. If you didn’t visit the location
itself, you can see from the virtual tour on their website that they have a foosball table.

Two Quarters In

Our game can go all day
But at the midway pause
What's the game you would play
Underneath the applause?

Bocce Ball. The midway pause of a game is halftime (which is also two quarters into a four quarter game).
Thus the Half Time Rec is the location. They have live music there, presumably followed by applause. But in
the basement they have bocce ball courts.

A Capital Place
to Dine

Go Lower
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A Real Slugfest

Across an Era

Cheese and Rice

Double Vision

Music Lover

Obviously It's In
St. Paul

Off Campus

Outside the
Arcade

Sweet! Double
Orange!
Winter
Wonderland Is
Our Favorite
Flavor

Mission
When it comes to beer, it's the tops.
Pioneers who didn't settle.
Might those be Canadian hops?
Look outside for the big kettle.
You could go to the east or west,
Either way you'll shop like a queen.
What will make us grandly impressedA pic where a dragon is seen.
Dessert's a time for indulgence
And so not just one scoop but two!
Run this errand for us just onceSelfie with a hot guy in view.
When drinking tequila down south
It might seem you're seeing plural.
One has Mezcal for a small mouth.
There take a pic with the mural.
Have a burger that's most juicy
Or drink some green beer as a gag.
We'll know it's the place when we see
In your backdrop an Irish flag.
In our city you'll find a brew
On the land of sky blue waters.
A brick wall pic is your to-do
Beware iffy science plotters.
Ol' Nessie can be hard to find
So have a pint when at the lot.
An onion helps gets you aligned
Snap the pic where X marks the spot.
With some bourbon at the new digs,
There is a smoky sense of class.
Show us a photogenic pig
With a backdrop of etched glass.
When looking for a fancy treat,
Past gumdrop mountains you will see
The sweetest downtown place to eat.
Now take your picture with Lucy.
A frozen treat is more than great,
At an ol' fashioned store of fame.
Now take a photo where you ate
With a neon cone in the frame.

Answer
Summit Brewing. Summit Brewing was one of the first and biggest microbrewers in recent times. Slugfest is
one their beers. Though not really Canadian, they are located on Montreal Ave.

Victoria Crossing. This shopping center crosses over Victoria (as in the Victorian Era, named for Queen
Victoria) with an east and a west building. It is located on Grand Ave and one building features a dragon at
the top.
Dar’s Double Scoop. This ice cream shop on Rice St. has a pizza place next door (with plenty of cheese on it).
Also, the first letter of each line spells out D-A-R-S. The hot guy is a statue of a person-sized hot dog standing
outside the shop.
Boca Chica. This south of the river Mexican restaurant, whose name translates as “small mouth” is right
across the street from the Boca Chica Taco House. But the Taco House doesn’t serve alcohol, so the mural
we were looking for was the one outside Boca Chica.
Shamrocks. This Irish Bar features live music as well as perhaps the best juicy lucy in town. One of their
windows has an Irish flag in it.

St. Paul Brewing. So clearly this is in St. Paul. Specifically it is in the old Hamm’s brewery. Hamm’s had a
slogan “from the land of sky blue waters”. “Flat Earth Brewing” is another name they operate under.

Lake Monster Brewing. “Nessie”, aka the Loch Ness Monster is an example of a “lake monster”. Tucked away
near University Ave., it can be a bit tricky to find, but taking the Vandalia (which sounds like Vidalia an is the
type of onion) will help get you there. On their outdoor patio there is a sculpture of a giant red X.
Handsome Hog. This barbecue place advertises the smoke and bourbon flavors in their food. They were
located in Lowertown before moving to Selby and Western, across the street from the Blair Arcade. The
storefront features etched glass including not one, but two pigs!
Candyland. This downtown store features a lots of sweets (of course) as well as a Lucy statue outside. It
shares its name with the children’s game where you will find the gumdrop mountains and getting a double
of any color when moving is a good thing to get.
Grand ole Creamery. The ice cream shop features a lot of flavors, including Winter Wonderland. They have a
neon sign of an ice cream cone outside.
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Beer Ala Mode

Drive Your Taurus
Here

Fred Is Happy to
Help You

Get Thee There
Chop! Chop!

Holy Mole!

I Hope This Sour
Ale is an Anomaly

Learn by the
Socratic Method

The Place Next
Door is Bizarre
TIEBREAKER! Skate By on This
One

We Love You Too

Mission
There in St. Paul's land down under
A prominent street lends its name.
Is a bell of help I wonder?
Have a brew outside by the flame.
This place is not merely a bar,
They have hot dogs that are great too.
Highlighted with a yellow star,
This town is just one of a few.
These bros have a sauce most unique.
Maybe it has a Swedish touch?
A setting that's almost antique
But with pasta, don't eat too much.
A Victorian house for steaks
Or grab a drink up at the rail.
It's been "it" for folks' dinner breaks
Along what was once a deer trail.
Now don't come here to be a pest.
Rather search over hill and dale.
Chips and salsa might be the best
And choose Corona over ale.
Home of Winter Carnival Ale,
They've been known to brew up a storm.
You'll find yourself hot on the trail
Where the street grid does not conform.
A mapping fluke where south is west
Bridges to wonderful dining.
The patio says "Be our guest!"
Near where they once did some mining.
Biden might like the food daily.
Mr. Lee might say "Super drinks!"
Not a place to watch sports palely.
More Kelly Green is what me thinks.
If you're seeking a time that's wild
Then drop in on this former star.
In his city people get riled
But leave it to players to spar.
Higher education will lead you
To a place where everything's green.
It's a capital idea to
Take in a wee bit of the scene.

Answer
Wabasha Brewing Company. Located “down under” the river on Isabel (“is a bell”), it is also located on
Wabasha with which it shares a name. They have a beer called “ala Mode” and they keep fires on their patio
in the winter.
The Bulldog. Taurus is the sign of the Bull, the type of dog this bar is named for. They also really do feature
hot dogs. A yellow star is part of their logo and their three locations are all “towns”, Uptown, Downtown,
and Lowertown.
Yarusso Brothers. This Italian restaurant and bar, located next to Swede Hollow, is helmed by Fred Yarusso
and has been in the area since 1933. They are known for the unique flavor of their sauce.

Bennett’s Chop and Rail House. Bennett’s (“been it”) is a steakhouse located on Victoria and West 7th (which
was originally a deer trail).

La Cucaracha. La Cucaracha (translated as “the cockroach”) is a Mexican restaurant (where you can get
chips, salsa, Corona beer, or mole sauce) located on Summit (hill) and Dale.

Bad Weather Brewing. In the past they have put out Winter Carnival Ale. This year they feature one called
Anomaly Sour Ale. They are located on a very odd looking corner off of West 7th.

Joseph’s Grill. This restaurant has some great food and a nice patio. It is located on Plato (who was a student
of Socrates) which is south of the river, yet called the West Side. It is kitty corner from the Wabasha Street
Caves which were created by a mining operation.
Joe and Stans. “Joe” Biden might have theoretically joined “Stan” Lee (of Marvel Comics fame) for lunch
here. It is known as a great place to watch sports, and they are also an Irish bar. Next door is the Mermaid
Bazaar.
Tom Reid’s Hockey City. This bar is clearly a go to place for watching the MN Wild play. Tom Reid himself
once played for the North Stars. People in the bar may get riled up for the game, but they should leave any
actual fighting to the hockey players.
The Dubliner. This Irish bar, where they presumably love U2 is named for the capital city of Ireland (aka The
Emerald Isle). It is located on University Ave.

